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FA 1001 NEW Matriarchs: Louisville, Kentucky II

Transcripts of interviews, photographs, and corollary material related to a project conducted by Laura Fleming Ospital titled "New Matriarchs: Louisville II" in 2014-2015. It details the lives of women from Guatemala, Kazakhstan, Mexico, and Uzbekistan.

1 folder. 26 items. Photocopies and photos.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Barillas, Karina (Informant)
Cruz, Valentina (Informant)
Exhibitions
Immigrant families – Guatemala – Relating to
Immigrant families – Kazakhstan – Relating to
Immigrant families – Mexico – Relating to
Immigrant families – Uzbekistan – Relating to
Immigration and emigration
Louisville – Relating to
Ospital, Laura (Fleming), b. 1967 (Interviewer)
Photography of immigrants
Rahim, Oydin (Informant)
Taribaeva, Janna (Informant)
Women immigrants
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